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Abstract. Many of the behavio equivalences studied in the literature (see [1,2,3,4l) are 
defined generically on any trans system, in partkular on their own quotient system. It would 
seem reasonable to expect such uivatence to be idempotent in this resm, in other words, 
to yield the identity the second We capture this idea in the notion of a stable family of 
preorders on transition systems vestigate the stability of the equivalences in [ 1,2,3,4]. In 
addition, our approach involves era1 schemes of definition of equivalences on transition 
systems, which lead to extensions he hierarchy results of [ 1 J. 
1. Preliminaries 
Notation and terminology 
For a set X, X* is the set of finite sequences (strings) over X. Juxtaposition will 
denote catenation in X*, and 1 will be the null string. Also, A”” (n 3 0) is the 
subset of A* comprising those strings of length in. If r c_ X x Y, s G Y x 2 are 
binary relations, t- is the inverse of r, 7 = r n r- (in case X = Y), and r;s is the 
composite of t and s, i.e., x (r;s) z iff 3y(x rys z). The right-set of r is the set 
{y 13x(x ry)}. If f is a function from the binary relations on X to those on Y, f = 
is the function of the same type defined by f=r = (fi)‘. 
If - is an equivalence on a set X, [xl_, or just [x], will denote the --class of 
x E X, while [ l ] is the canonical projection. 
For a set X, lx (or simply 1) is the identity (equality) relation on X. 
Finally, if s is a (partial) order on a set X, andf: X --) X is a function, any x E X 
with fi s x will be referred to as f-reduced. 
Transition systems 
Transition systems are nondeterministic abstract machines useful as a general 
model of synchronisation and communication [1,3,6]. Let A be an alphabet of 
moves (a, b, . . . E A; s, t, . . . E A*; Z, A, . . . G A*). A transition system T over A 
comprises a carrier (by abuse of notation also T) sf states (p, q, l . . E T) and a 
response relation + c A* x T* with 4 reflexive and +‘* = *‘;+‘. We write p 3’ 9 
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for (s, p, q) E + SO that dS = ((p, q) 1 (8, p, q) E +}. We may also write p --3’ to mean 
R!(P 4 9). 
A subset X s T is C-closed when p E X, s E C and p +’ q imply q E X. 
Remark. In any term involving C as a parameter, we shall omit the S wl-n it is A*. 
A pre-response satisfies only the weaker condition +sr c -+8;+r. Given the pre- 
response +, we can define the response generated by it as =$, where 
& u a;...;> 
Sl.. .s,= S 
Notice that this differs from saying +’ = -JOI; l l l ;jan where s = ~1. . a,, 
because the Si may be 1. 
Proposition 1.1. a is the smallest response containing +. 
Proof 
(i) $;$ = U .i!+;. l .;Z!ip;_!&;. . .;i!$ 
Sl.. s,=s 
Il.. .rm=r 
E. U 
% uk 
+;.‘-;I 
ul.. .uk=sr 
(ii) -$ = U 1; l l snrl %I 
l i-i ’ l l ;- 
Sl. l .s,=s 
rl...r,=r 
c U Sl S” 11 5n +; l l l ;+;+; l l ’ ;+ 
Sl.. .s,=s 
rl...rm=r 
(iii) & = U (A)” 2 PT. 
?I 
(iv) Finally, if response a’ has ars 2 $, we have 
$ c u 21;. . .;$t 
Sl.. .s,=s 
= u&c& q 
Sl.. .s,=s 
Any collection {+‘} of relations with 4 reflexive and +’ = 0 for all s of length 
> 1 is a pre-response. Every response is generated by a pre-response from this family. 
Proposition 1.4. For p, p’ G T x T’ and u G T’ x T” (F can be either H or M, 
consistently throughout each &use) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(9 
(6) 
U) 
(8) 
p’ c H,p iff p’;+’ E +‘;p. 
Every F=p is c -monotonic in p and reverse E -monotonic in C. Also, MS is 
symmetric, i.e., MS (p-) = (M=p)-. 
Vn 3 0, (M=)*p & (H=)*p n ((Hx)*p-)- with equality for n = 0,l. 
EdErP~ s EWP- 
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We shall be interested in relationships between transition systems. Their definitions 
make use of the following mapping H over relations between transition systems 
(the context will usually determine the carrier for a particular +). 
Definition 1.2. Let p G T x T’, and let s E A*. Hsp G T x T’ is the relation 
HP, P’)lvq’CP’f* c?‘*MP~ 4P4’)lh 
Using relational composition, we can write this alternatively as 
HP, P’w?‘[P’~ 4-P-b 4’1L 
and yet again as the largest CT such that o;+’ c -*‘;p. 
Deriving from this definition, we have the following definitions. 
Definition 1.3. (1) Msp = Hsp n (I&p-)-. 
(2) KSP = fh HSP- 
(3) M%P = LL MP- 
We list without proof some basic properties of these mappings. 
Part (1) is especially important, and will be used frequently below. For endo- 
relations, (5) and (6) imply that Hz, ME preserve transitivity and reflexivity 
respectively, while (2) implies that A& preserves ymmetry. Thus Hz preserves 
preorderhood, and A& preserves equivalence. Furthermore, if = is an equivalence, 
ME is H=G, the equivalence corresponding to HE. The irreflexive part of the 
relation +*, which represents autonomous change of state, we shall call drifting- 
Simulations and bisimula tions 
Definition LS. Relation p c T x T’ is 
(1) a C-simulation when p c_ H=p, 
(2) a C-bisimulation when p E M=p, 
(3) a C-cosimulation when p- is a C-simulation. 
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Proof. Let F be either H or M consistently. 
0) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(9 
is immediate from proposition 1.4( 1). 
uses symmetry of Mz. 
is immediate from (1) herein. 
follows from monotonicity of F,. 
(&)‘p G &p G Fsp, by Proposition 1.4(2,4). Combining this with (4) 
herein gives ( Fz )‘p = F=p. 
(6) is immediate from Definition 1.3( 3,4) and Lemma l.4(4). 0 
Immediate consequences of these definitions are the following statements. 
Propsitim 1.6. For p E T x T’ 
(1) p is a C-simulation i$Vs E 2, p;*’ G +‘;p. 
(2) p is a C-bisimulation iff p- is also iff they ate both C-simulations. Thus, a 
symmetric Z-simulation is a Clbisimulation. 
(3) If p is a Z-simulation, its right-set is C-closed. 
(4) Ifp is a Z-(bi)simulation, so is Hxp(Msp). 
(5) lfC s 1c2, Hz( MS) is idempotent on S(bi)simulations. 
(6) If p is a &-simulation for each i in some index set I, it is a &I &simulation 
and a &Zj-simulation (i, j E I). 7he corresponding statement for bisimulations 
holds also. 
Furthermore, the union of all C-simulations on T is a preorder C-simulation, 
and the union of all C-bisimulations is an equivalence C-bisimulation. These are 
in fact the largest fixed-points of Hz and Mx respectively (see [3,7]). Part (1) will 
be used frequently throughout he paper as a characterisation of simulations. 
The C-simulations constitute a category under composition. 
Definition 1.7. p, p’ are variants when p +* p’+* p. We write p I-l p’, so 
that ‘*I is an equivalence. 
We can characterise variation via M. 
Theorem 1.8. The relation +l on T is Hz 1 &r any C containing 1. 
Proof. We already know that LHS G RHS. Let 1 E C. Using reflexivity of + ‘, we have 
1 1 
H,l c HI1 c H,1;-, c +. 0 
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Henceforth, every subset C G A* that we consider will be assumed to contain 1. 
Note that this guarantees that C G 8*, so that Proposition 1.6(5) holds. 
Corollary 1.9. w = A&l,. 
Since 4 is reflexive, the identity is a Z-simulation, whence so is +l. Likewise 
l-1 is a bisimulation. We shall pursue the connection between l-1 and A4 later. 
An emQeddiing shall be an injective bisimulation; if it is also onto, it is an 
isomorphism (=). By Proposition 1.6(3), the right-set of an embedding is closed. If 
X G T, X defines a subsystem of T in an obvious way which makes the inclusion 
a cosimulation. 
Proposition 1.10. l%e inclusion X E T is an embedding i$X is closed. 
Quotient systems 
We now consider how to make a quotient of a transition system by an equivalence 
into a transition system itself. 
Definition 1.11. Let = be an equivalence on transition system T. Define the quotient 
transition system as TJ = with response generated by the pre-response 
[PI-& [q] e p =;:;= q. 
Proposition 1.12. T/s has the smallest response that makes the canonical projection 
a cosimula tion. 
When [p] *’ [q], S( p, s, q) will be the smallest n such that 
p E. ,-%-9 % .=. . . . ;=;&;e q 
for some sl . . . s, = s. Note that if S(p, s, q) = 0, then s = 1 and p = q. 
We now show that a standard repeated-quotient theorem holds, as a check on 
the soundness of the definition. 
Theorem 1.13. Let so c =1 be equivalences on transition system lI Then T/3 1 s 
(TJso)/=‘, where E’= sJs~_ 
Proof. For clarit;-, we shall write +, +o, -)1 and 4’ for the response relations on 
x ( T/E~), (T/s 1) and ( T/E~)/=’ respectively. When required, ul . . . u& is itc 
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appropriate factorisation of any given u E A*. We want [p], +i [qll e 
r.[P101’-*‘“[[~101’= 
(definition of quotient) 
* [p]oE';S,;S'; l l l ;Gr;ko;E'[q]o (apply [.]J 
* IIPlol’~‘; ’ l l 9 [[q]tJ bPPlY I l I’) 
* RHS. 
Conversely, 
RHS * [ ~10 E ‘;z:o;s I; l l l ;E ‘;&,;= ’ [q10 (definition of quotient) 
0 * (see below) 
(*) is justified by observing that 
[p’]&) [q’lo * pf G3;L;Eo; l l l ;so;%;Go q’ (definition of quotient) 
It is easy to see that if = is a bisimulation, [p] +’ [q] iff p -*‘;= q, but this is 
not true in general. However, let us make the following definition. 
Definition 1.14. Preorder G Z-approximates equivalence = (both on T) when VS E C 
Then, calling C fuZZ if t E C whenever st E C (implying that 1 E Z), we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.M. For fuZl2, c Z-approximates = i$ = c_ I&c. 
Proof. (e): First observe that, if t E 2, then 
t 
c_ -;!E;!z (Proposition 1.4( 1)) 
( 1 
t * c +;c (c is transitive). 
Now let [p] -dEB [q], and use induction on 6( p, s, q) to establish p +‘;c q. 
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l 0: s = 1 and [p] = [q], so 
p = q + p = q -!+ q c q (=,A both reflexive) 
* pA;Eq (by (*)) 
l n + 1: Let p =;-*“;=p’ and [p’]+’ [q], with s = ut and 6(p’, t, q) = n. Then, 
since S, t E C (t because C is full), p’ +‘;E q by the induction hypothesis, whence 
P u E. ,+;=; I*;E q a p =;:;A;= q (by (*)) 
*P =;:;g q 
* pf*;gq (by (*))- 
This completes the induction. 
I*): Let s E C. We shall show that =-;dS G +S;~ and then rely on Proposition 
1.4( 1). But 
* p G;E q (Definition 1.14). Cl 
We can express approximation as the following inclusion between relations: 
(Vs E 2) [ l ];G;[ a]- E L;E. 
2. Familh of preorders 
The equivalences tudied in [l] are in fact families of equivalences, one on each 
transition system T. It seems reasonable to expect that 
0 A 
0 C 
ktimorphic transition systems have “matching” equivalences, 
closed subsystems have the restriction of the super-equivalence, because 
nothing outside the subsystem can influence the behaviours of states within, 
and 
the equivalence on a quotient by one of the family is the identity, because 
behavioural differences that make two states inequivalent should be reflected 
by their equivalence classes. 
Furthermore, we would like to extend this idea to preorders ince some equivalen- 
ces are defined via preorders which we may want to keep in view (e.g., [2,5]). In 
fact, our basic definition shall apply to families of arbitrary relations. 
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Definition 2.1. Let p = {pr} be a family of relations on transition systems, with each 
pT on T. Let i:T * T’ be an embedding and - s pT an equivalence. Then p is 
stable at T when the following two conditions hold: 
(I) vp,qE T,ppTq-b,.iq; 
(0) VP, 4 E T,ppTq=hd-PT/- hl--~ 
I combines (a) and (b) above, and Q generalises (c) to allow quotients by an 
equivalence finer than a component of a given family. p is just stable when it is 
stable at every T. 
1 can be rephrased as i;p&- = PT, and Q as [ l ];pTI_-;[ a]- = PT. 
Remark. Any terminology appropriate to individual relations may be extended 
pointwise to families of relations. We shall adopt this usage below. 
The previous definition has the following immediate consequences. 
Proposition 2.2. 
(1) 7&e families (IT}, { Tz), {&} and {+IT) are all stable. 
(2) p stable implies p- stable. 
(3) Any intersection of stable families is stable. 7hus the stable families constitute 
a closure system in which any family of relations has its stable closure. 7his closure 
can be characterised as follows. Every instance of I links the pairs (p, q) and (ip, iq) 
to each other, and every instance of Q similarly links the pairs ( p, q) and ([ p]_ , [q]_) 
to each other. l%en the stable closure of p comprises all those (p, q) connected by a 
finite chain of puch links (in either direction) to some pair in p. Another way of 
expressing this is to say that the closure is all ef those pairs provably in any stable 
extension of p, using I and Q as rules of inference and p itself as the axioms. 
(4) 7he formation of stable closure commutes with relational inverse. In particular, 
the stable closure of a symmetric family is symmetric. 
(5) If a preorder family is stable, so is its corresponding equivalence. 
Proof. (1): Stability is obvious for the first three. For {+\}, I holds because an 
embedding is a bisimulation, and Q because, if - c +’ we have 
[p] A [q] * p -;A;-; ’ l l ;L;A;- q 3, p-L q. 
(2): Obvious. 
(3): Closure under pointwise intersection is obvious. As regards the characterisa- 
tion of the stable closure, if one of the two linked pairs is in (some component of) 
a stable extension of p, so is the other. The extension described is therefore contained 
in the closure. Conversely, any pair linked to one which is connected back into p 
is itself so connected. Hence the described extension is stable and contains the 
closure. 
(4): Write C for the stable closure. Then (Cp)- is stable by (2), hence s C(p-). 
But then (C(p))- 2 Cp, whence (Cp)- = ;‘(p-). 
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(5): Immediate from (2) and (3). Cl 
We now relate H to stability. 
Lemma 2.3. Let c be a family of preorders, and let C be full. Trhen 
(1) if c satisjes I for a given embedding i : T -+ T’, so does H,E; 
(2) if ET is H&reduced and G satisJies Q at T, then Hzr also satisres Q at T. 
Proof. (1) (*): We want HS~ G i; H,E’;~-, equivalently i-; N,E;~ s H,r’: 
LHS;G G i-;H,E;&; (i is a simulation-Proposition 1.6( 1)) 
c j-;:;c;i (Proposition 1.4( 1)) 
s :;i-;E;i (i is a cosimulation-Proposition 1.6(l)) 
s G;c’ (1) . 
Now usz Proposition 1.4(l). 
(e): We want i;H,r’;i- G H,E. 
LHS;: c i; H,E’;:;~- (i is a cosimulation-Proposition 1.6( 1)) 
E i;:;c’;i- (Proposition 1.4( 1)) 
c &;c_‘;i- (i is a simulation-Proposition 1.6( 1)) 
c :;g (I)* 
Now use Proposition 1.4( 1) 
(2): Let - G H,r P Then, by Theorem 1 .15, tT &approximates -. &so, - G 
H~ET G E T, so Q applies to - at T. Thus (writing c_ for tr/_) we have the 
following proof. 
(*): We want [*]-;H~ET;[ l ] G H~c_. Let s E C. We show that 
[ l ]-;Hs~T;[*] G Hs~-- 
LHS;: = LHS;-s*;[ .I-;[ .] 
c_ [ l ]-;HSc&;c;[‘] 
c_ [ l I-;G;c;[ q 
s -s*;[ *I-;E;[=] (1 1 l 
c :;z_ 
(IO1-;cO1 = 1) 
(C-approximation) 
(Proposition 1.4( 1)) 
is a cosimulation-Proposition 1.6( 1)) 
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Use Proposition 1.4( 1). 
(e): We want [ l ];H&-, c *[=1-c Hz~VLetsEZ.Weshowthat[*];HS~_;[~]-~ 
HsET. 
LHS;f, E [ l ];Hsc_;:;[ l j- ([ 9 ] is a cosimulation-Proposition 1.6( 1)) 
c [ l ];G;c_;[ l I- (Proposition 1.4( 1)) 
= [ *I;$;[ -I-;[ l ];c-_;[ *I-- ([ *I_;[ a] = 1) 
s A;& 
I 
(Q) . 
Use Proposition 1.4( 1). Cl 
Corollary 2.4. Forfill Z, Hz (MS) preserves the stability of any Hi -reduced preorder 
(equivalence) family. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2.2(S). Cl 
T’q use this result, we need to know something about the reduced points of H=, 
and particularly its fixed-points, since the result tells us nothing about the stability 
of the latter. 
Reduced and fixed points of Hz 
We are primarily interested in preorders, and particularly equivalences, on a 
transition system. First we observe that for any symmetric relation p on a transition 
system, Hip = M=p. Hence an equivalence is Hi-reduced precisely when it is 
MS-reduced. If a preorder is fixed by Hz, it is an equivalence, and thus a fixed-point 
of MS; we have already seen that these are the images under M of the C- 
bisimulations. Also, since HEp c H=p for any p, any reduced point of Hz is also 
reduced by HE. 
Lemma 2.5. 4 E H=L c (+‘;c), whence ‘WI G H$ s (+‘;L)=. 
Proof 
1 
+ = M,l 
E HIc 
(Theorem 1.8) 
(c reflexive) 
(1EZ) 
(A reflexive) 
(Proposition 1.4( 1)). 
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We shall refer to preorders containing --+’ as temporal--they capture the idea of 
a set of possibilities reduced by drifting. The associated equivalence we shall call 
positive. Note that arbitrary intersection preserves both properties. 
Lemma 2.5 has the following consequences. 
Corollsry 2.6. Let c be a preorder and = an equivalence on a transition system. Then: 
(1) Tote Hz-reduced preorders are precisely the temporal ones. 
(2) Containing ( -*l;~)= is suflcient, and containing ‘-’ is necessary, for E to be 
H L -reduced. 
(3) For equivalence =, MS = is positive. 
(4) A positive equivalence is MS-reduced. 
(5) If E satisjes ME = G G G =, it is H&reduced. 
(6) +’ is the least jixed preorder of Hz. 
(7) ‘c+’ is the leastji’xed equivalence of MS. 
Proof. (1): If c is Hz-reduced, we have --*I c H,E c C. Conversely, using 
transitivity, we have 
(2) 
(3): 
(4) . . 
(9 
. . 
(6) 
. . 
Immediate. 
Hz’ is temporal, and ME= = Hfm. 
Let E be temporal. Then 
+’ c Hz+’ c (ti’;+*) E +‘, so +’ is fixed by Hz. And if a preorder is 
thus fixed, it is reduced and therefore temporal by (1). 
(7): Analogous to (6). Cl 
Let us call a preorder containing *H’ abstract, and a transition system is abstract 
when its identity is (in which case every equivalence on it is abstract and +’ is an 
order). Then temporal preorders and positive equivalences are abstract. 
It is slightly unpleasant hat in general T/s is not abstract even if = is. As a 
counter-example we exhibit an abstract ransition system 0 and equivalence = 
(necessarily abstract) with a/ = not abstract. 
Let w = {O, 1,. . .} be the carrier of In, with every 4’ = 0 for s # 1 and --)* = s. 
Let = be congruence mod 2. Then a/ = has two indistinguishable points, so is not 
abstract. Notice that = is not positive, for suppose = = G= with s c G. Then 
1~2~33 1~2~34 
* 1 s 2 contradiction. 
The full story is in fact expressed by the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.7. Tf = is abstract i$ = is positive. 
bmma 2.8. Let c be a temporalpreorder. Then so is cl-&r any equivalence - c G. 
Proof. 
[p]-: [q] * p -;.A;-; l l l ;-;A;- q 
* p -;t;-; l l . ;--;&;a q 
* PC9 
* CPW- Cd- 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. (+): Define p c q iff [p] 4 [q]. Then p = q a [p] = [q] @ 
pcqcp, andp+‘q+[p]-**[q]~p~q. So c is temporal. 
(e): Let = = c=, with E temporal. By Lemma 2.8, [P] l-1 [q]+ 
P”9’3~Pl=c91~ 0 
So the counterexample above had to have a nonpositive equivalence. Another 
consequence of Lemma 2.8 is that if c is a family of temporal preorders table at 
T, then cT/_ ( - z E) is temporal. 
3. Stability of some particular families 
The preorders and equivalences discussed in the literature [1,2,3,4] are broadly 
of two types: 
l those derived from chaos by composite application of various Hz, A&, and 
o those induced by functions into some fixed preorder or equivalence. 
3. I. Derived famibes 
First consider, for C containing 1, H,chaos. This is the largest u such that 
(Ws E 2) 0;: c 5;chaos. 
Now the RHS = {(p, q)l p J}, so 
H,chaos={(p,q)lVsEZ, qA*pG} 
= {( p, q) 1 trace=p 2 trace=q} 
where traceL;p = (s E C 1 p J}. Since trace y = traceA+p and init p = traceA”‘ps we 
kve constructed: 
trace equivalence: etrace = Mchaos, and 
initial equivalence: E init = &slChaOS 
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c -trace = H&ass, and Ginit = Hpchaos. 
The stability of these is immediate from Lemma 2.3, because A*, AG’ are both 
full. Furthermore, ct,, and tinit are temporal. 
The < and = hierarchies 
Next, continue by iterating application of &, A& through all ordinals to create 
sequences: 
=h,O = chaos, =x,o = chaos, 
Here, and for the rest of this section, h is a limit ordinal. 
Theorem 3.1.1. (1) For Q! a fl, <=,a c =Sr,s and =qa s z~,~. 
(2) Every <=,a is temporal, and every es,a is positive. 
(3) EverY <&a, ya is a stable family when C is full. 
(4) Every OrSa zdef % Ea 2 zx,a. 
Proof. (1): Any p is in chaos. Use monotonicity of H, M and transfinite induction. 
(2): Immediate from Corollary 2.6(l). 
(3): Transfinite induction, using Proposition 2.2( 1,2), Corollary 2.4 and (1) 
herein. El 
If we restrict our attention to small transition systems (the carrier is a set), then 
these sequences are eventually constant at the largest C-simulation (+) and largest 
C-bisimulation (==) respectively. Furthermore, constancy must set in at an ordinal 
of no larger cardinality than the carrier, because a pair of points is lost at each step 
from a! to ~11 + 1. In particular, for a countable transition system, only iterations 
through countable ordinals are needed. 
Only three members of these hierarchies, apart from trace and init equivalence, 
seem to have been considered explicitly in the literature, viz: 
0 =-tKz is B in [I], 
a 5 -this is 0 in [l], 
l -161 ,-this is W in [ 11. 
Notice that -As’ = c= because A* = ASI*. In fact, [l] effectively defines = as 
=A” via invariant relations, which are A”‘-cosimulations. 
Other members that might be worth investigation, though we shall not undertake 
it here, are those with C = AS”. 
32 
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Returning to the fixed-points of 42 and =z, we shall now show that no a priori 
bound can be imposed on the ordinal at which they are reached. To this end, we 
present a counter-example for each =a+1 # ==, which amalgamates those of [l] 
for =n+l # =a and =q) f =. 
The construction takes place in the (large) transition system ST of synchronisution 
trees (see [1,6] for details) but restricted to those without drifting, so that +I is 
the identity. (S, T, . . . E ST. T will not be used for a transition system in the current 
context.) First we introduce the idea of a linear relation. 
Linear relations 
Begin by fixing some full A G A* (A avoids confusion with tree summation C). 
Definition 3.1.2. Relation p on ST is linear when 
(I) Sp T--7sSpsT, Vs E A*; 
(2) Given disjoint sets I, .I and {Si- E ST 1 i E I u .I} satisfying 
(VjE J3iE I) Sipsi and (ViEIgjE J) $pSi 
-briefly, Ip J(S)-then 
where SI = Cicl Si and S, similarly. (By symmetry, S’ p S1 also.) 
It is immediate that if p is linear so also is p=, and that linearity is preserved 
under arbitrary intersections. 
Taking I = J = 0 in (2) tells us that a linear relaton contains (NIL, NIL). In fact, 
provided that the synchronisation trees are small-branching, a linear relation is 
actually reflexive. This can be proved by transfinite induction over a suitable ordinal 
ranking of the trees, but it is unnecessary here because all our linear relations will 
be independently reflexive. 
We now relate linearity to HA. 
Lemma 3.13. If p is linear, then so is p n HAp (hence also p= n M*p=). 
Proof. (1) Let S (p n H*p) T, and let ST +“’ T’. If t is a prefix of s, say s = ts’, 
T’ = s’T, so SS +’ S’S p T’ by linearity of p. Otherwise, s is a prefix of t, say t = St’, 
in which case t’ E A and T 4 T’, so that S +“;p T’. 
(2) Let I (p n HAP) J(S), and let S’ +rEA T. If t = 1, T = SJ and by linearity of 
P, SI +I SIPS,. Otherwise some 4 +’ T, whence some Si HAPS), whence 
Si --**;p T. 0 
Corollary 3.6.4. (1) A linear HA-reduced preorder E has HAc linear. 
(2) A linear MA-reduced equivalence = has MA = linear. 
(3) Every < A,rn and =A,a is linear. 
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Now suppose we have, for some given ordinal ao, {s(l E A 10 c that no 
s, is a prefix of any other, and let u E A be different from every s,. The s, could 
for example be distinct letters or, if A is finite and a0 is countable, say {a Ab 1 a # b E 
A} (A permitting). 
Now define sequences So, Ta for ar c a0 =t o (only u is needed to obtain SW, T_ 
and beyond) of STs by transfinite induction as follows: 
So = aNIL, 
S a+1 - UT, + Tp+ls 
SA = ?i + a&, 
where 
Ua = _c SST3 +_c 
To = NIL, 
T a+1 = US,, 
TA = C aU, 
a<A 
Then we have, keeping all ordinal indices Car0 + o: 
(1) For any reflexive relation p on ST, Sa p T, * Sa Ii” Ta, Var. TO see this, 
suppose that Ta +’ TP. If s f 1, Sa +’ T' p T’, because CY must be non=~%z~9 and 
each Ta is a summand of S,. If s = 1, T’ must be Ta SO use the premiss. 
(2) Let QC < h and let - be a linear equivalence on ST. Now assume that SB - TB 
for every /3 such that ar s /3 c h. Then every summand of Ua - one of Un, and 
vice versa, whence U, - U, by linearity. It follows by linearity again that S* - TA, 
because au, - au,. 
(3) If - is a linear equivalence on ST, with Sa - Ta, then we can show by 
transfinite induction that SB - Ts for every j3 2 a. For if S, - Tp, Sp+1 - Tp+r since 
aT, - aSp and T,,, - TB+*. And if S, - Ts for every j3 such that a s j3 < A, (2) 
immediately gives SA a- TA. 
(4) By transfinite induction, every S, =b,a T,. 
0: Obviously, So =A# To. 
QI + 1: By (1) and (3) we have Sa+l =A,Q T,+l, Sp+l H,:s,,~ P,+l and 
Sa HABA,= T,- If &+I+ *"' l( then either T, 4 V 01 Sa 4” V. Either way, 
T e’;=A,a a+1 * V. Thus Ta+, HA=A,cr Sa+I l 
A : Let a < A. (3) and the induction hypothesis give SA =.ZaQ Th I
(5) Again by transfinite induction, every S, +A,, +1 T= - 
0: so *= NIL but To #, so So icA,J To. 
a! + 1: s,+1 *4 Tp, but C+l q4 Sa *A,a+l T, by the in&&ion hyp 
sa+l *A,a+2 c+l* __ E 
l A: Let (Y < A. Then UA +‘aSa, but Ua 4’~ 2, #A,o+l& &y the inciuetion 
hypothesis again, so UA $A,a_t2 U, , whence VA #d,A @&. %~e SA 2 uA, 
S,# T A,A+l A* 
The fixed-point =A cannot therefore occur before a0 + o, !n particular, arbitrary 
countable ordinals can be necessitated even with finite A. 
7he 0 hierurchy 
It is also interesting to compare the 0, hierarchy with the = Q (we restrict ourselves 
to A = A* here for the sake of simplicity). Again working in ST, we show that the 
following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.1.5. (1) 0 G ~1~. 
(2) NO! c o,, va > 1. 
(3) ‘@GO. 
Proof. (1): Consider S1, Tl of the previous construction. Then the relations 
are simulations whereby S1 0 &. But we know that SI #2 7’1. 
(2) . . =a G 0, by Theorem 3.1.1(4). If =a = 0, for (Y > 1, we have 
E= =>= 2- a=o,30 
contradicting (1). 
(3): Let us write, for S E ST and r E A*, rS = Csar SS (the summand IS, if 1. 
occurs, is synonymous with S), and define inductively 
r” = NIL, r”+l= rr”. 
Let S E ST. Then we have: 
(i) For any reflexive relation p on ST with a*Sp S, we have a*SHp S. The 
argument is exactly as for Property (1) of the Sa, T, above, because S is a summand 
of a*s. 
(ii) Assume that - is linear equivalence with S - a*S. To show that 
a*S H- a*(a*S) assume that a*(a*S) +’ T for some s, T. We require to show that 
there is a T’ with a*S +’ T’ and T - T’. There are four cases, given the structure 
of a”(a”S): 
(a) s = 1, T = a*(a*S) - a*S: take T’ = a*S, and use linearity; 
(b) s = ai, T = ai(a*S) for some i > 0, j 2 0: since a*S & a% - aj(a*S) by 
linearity, take T’ = a%; 
0 c s =ai, T= a% for some i > OJ 2 0: using reflexivity of -, and a*S +ai dS, 
take T’ = T; 
(d) s = a’t for some t and i 2 0: then a*S -8’ T, so take T’ = T, again using 
reflexivity of -. 
It follows from (i) applied to a*S that a*S M- a*(a*S). 
(iii) Call S critical if Vs, T[S 4 T < S + s = 11. Obviously, NIL is critical. We 
show that S critical implies a*S critical also, as follows. Suppose a*S -+’ T 4 a*S 
(s Z 1); there are then two cases: 
(a) 3, u with s = tu and a?S --** S 4’ T: since a*S *a S, there is a T’ with 
T +” T’ 6 S, implying S eua T’ < S, contradiction; 
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(b) 3i > 0,j a 0, with s = CL’* and a*S +a1 T&S: since a*S +,j+’ S, there is 
a T’ with T +a’S +a T’ 6 S, contradiction. 
In particular, S 5G a*S. 
(iv) Then, since (a*)” e. u*, (ii) and (iii) give, for every n c o, (a*)" zn (a*)"+' 
and (a*)” critical, whence (a*)” % (u”)“? Hence, no =” G 0 for n < o. 
(v) Now use the previous construction of S,, T,, but with each S, = (CL*)“+*, 
T, = (a*)“. Since the proof that S,, =A TA depends only on S, =Q T, for each ar < A, 
we have S, =a T,. But T* 6 S, implies 3ar < A such that V, 4 UA, which in turn 
implies T, % S,. Hence, T, 6 S, 
The result follows. Kl 
would imply T, =G S, for some n, contradiction. 
Failure equivalence is the only 
the equivalence corresponding to 
one of this genre we have not yet covered. It is 
Efail, the failure preorder, which can be charac- 
terised (see [3, Lemma 11) as H=Iinit . This suggests the definition of a failure preorder 
relativised to 2, viz: 
CZ,fail = Hsli&. 
Now let 2 be full with A c 2, so that A”’ s 2. Then 
&chaos G H=chaos E Hpchaos = Sinit G chaos 
whence 
A&chaos E Zinit s chaos. 
Hence, by Corollary 2.6(4), 3init is H&reduced, and therefore Ex,fail is stable by 
Corollary 2.4. 
3.2. Induced families 
Let V be some fixed set with a binary relation p. c V*, and let f = {fT} be a 
family of functions over transition systems with each fT : T + K This induces a 
family p = {pT} of relations by 
PpTq e fTPpOfTqm 
Now consider the conditions 
(If) For embedding i : T + T’, fTp = fT'( ip). 
(QJ) For - c pT, fTP = fT/-[PI* 
They are obviously sufficient for stability of p, so we shall also call the family f 
which satisfies them stable. Notice that If and Q/ are independent of po, so any 
such induced p is stable; we shall say that p is induced from p. viaf: 
Notice that preorders induce preorders and equivalences induce equivalences. 
Examples are furnished by the logical elementary equivalences discussed in [l]. 
These are regular trace logic (RTL), propositional dynamic logic (PDL) and Hennessy- 
Milner logic (HML). In order to investigate their stability, it is convenient to introduce 
the notion of a general truce logic t. 
M. Livesey 
Syntax. The formulae oft (4, #, . . .) are built from the constants tt, ff, the boolean 
connectives and the modal operators (b), s[+], WE(+), VZ[4], 3X(#), ?C[4]. 
(We may write s+, VX+, XC#J to refer simultaneously to either modality.) t can 
comprise any well-founded subset of these formulae, in the sense that 
(i) all subformulae of an L formula are in t; 
(ii) (s+# E t implies @ E L (for each modality). 
Semantics. Interpretations are elements of some transition system T. The definition 
of the satisfaction relation (I=) is a conventional structural induction; the clauses 
for the boolean connectives are standard (see [l]), and in addition we have 
We shall write L also for the elementary equivalence induced by t. Now, letting 
i: T + T’ be an embedding and - c L an equivalence, consider the conditions 
(Is) VP E T, P I= + e iP I= 45 
(Qd APE T,PWHPI-W- 
t is obviously stable if these hold for all 4. We can establish for any L the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.1. I, and Q4 hold for all formulae t#i of 45. 
Proof. We use structural induction on 4. The I, are trivial, as are the boolean cases 
of Q+. There remain the modal constructs to check for Q+, which will follow if we 
can show that for any t-formula # and s E A*, Q+- implies each QS+; so let - c L. 
First observe that st(& is logically equivalent o s( t( &)), and likewise for the 
other modality. Thus we may write, unambiguously to within logical equivalence, s+. 
Next, we prove the following statement for all p, s, q 
(P(p, s, d) if bl~ 1ql and ~4 E t, 
thenpbs[4]*q+# andql=+*pks(+) 
by induction on 6( p, s, q). 
e 0: Here s 
P-*‘Pl= 4. 
=l and [p]=[q]. If p+s[$J, p+lpt=(b+qC& And if ql=+, 
l n + 1: Let p -;j”;- q’ and [q’] 4 [q], with s = ut and S(q’, t9 q) = n. Then 
and 
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This establishes P(p, s, q). We can now give the modal cases of the structural 
induction for Q; the induction hypothesis is Q+. 
Qsw: P I= s(@ * P h= e 
3 [p] :;C y? (Q+ and [ a] being a cosimulation) 
* IPI I= SW 
* CP1-b + 
* P I= sw WP, s, d and QtJ- 
Q s[+~: Let [PI l= sC#I- Then 
p-s,q * bl-hql * W= $ * qk # (Qd. 
So p I= s[#]. Conversely, let p t= s[#]. Then 
CPA41 * d=e UYP, s, 4)) 
* 141 I= # (Qd- . 
So [p] != s[ +I. This completes the proof. Cl 
All three of the logics RTL, PDL and HML are all well-founded. RTL allows 
only regular C’s in the quantified modalities, PDL prohibits the modalities VZ(( 0)) 
and 32[ . 1, while HML prohibits all the quantified modalities. It is also natural to 
consider full trace Logic (FTL) which admits all the formulae and is therefore 
obviously well-founded. Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.2. Each of the families RTL, HML, PDL and FTL is stable. 
Clearly, FTL E RTL. We now plot its exact position against he = hierarchy. 
Full trace logic 
The proof in [l] that z. _ c RTL never uses the regularity of the Z’s, so must 
therefore also prove that ==. c FTL. Thus z. _ c FTL c RTI-what of the reverse 
inclusion? 
Now if t can capture an equivalence - in the sense that Vp X-formula #’ with 
q I= #’ e q - p, then t s A@. This is easily seen by 
pL q 5 q1 * q I= s(@) * p t= s(49’) 
* p:;t 49’ =3 p A;- q’. 
Furthermore, FTL captures trace equivalence by taking 
4* = VZ(tt) & V(A”\E )[ff] 
where C = trace p. 
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Hence FTL G z2, so FTL # RTL because in [ 1] it is shown that RTL a s2. The 
proof makes detailed use of the regularity of the 2”s in RTL; if we can show 
FTL!z =a, we will have a proof of RTL Z =a which is independent of the regularity. 
In fact, FTL g so follows from the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.3. FTL !Z r3. 
Proof. Our counter-example again uses synchronisation trees. Let a, b, c E A be 
distinct, and define (again making use qf the notation introduced in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1.5) 
u = j, awn, V= U-kaW = 
where 
W = f bc”j, 
i=O 
W’ = C bcsi (n E 0). 
i#n 
For i < j, Pi #r c<j, because 8 E trace(csj)\trace(c”‘), so that W +2 W, for any 
n E o, hence U #-_ V. 
Now let q5 be an FTL-formula couched in monotonic form by moving negations 
through to the inside, where they disappear. Then 4 can take any form except l( l ), 
and its subformulae are all in monotonic form. We now use induction on the structure 
of monotonic formulae to prove 
(t) V4, W I= 4 * N4 is cofinite 
where N+ = def {PB 1 W, I= 4 j. It will then follow that when W I= 4, N4 is nonempty. 
The boolean cases are immediate because the union and intersection of two 
cofinite sets is also cofinite. And since Nvz, = n,,, Nse and Ngzti = UsEI Nsll, 
the modal cases will follow if we can establish that (t) holds for + = sll/ when it 
holds for + = #, and that for all but finitely many s E A*, NS+ = w. 
Case 4 = s(e): Let WI= 4. 
s = 1: Then WI= #, and each Wn I= 4 iff W, I= rG; Thus N4 = Nti is cofinite by 
the induction hypothesis. 
s = b: W,bcGi k @ for some i E o. Then for n # i, Wn jb cSi, SO N4 2 o\(i) 
is cofinite. 
s = bc’ (i > 0): W qS ci I=- $ for somej E o, whence any Wn +’ c’. Thus N+ = o. 
So for all but s = 1 ,b, N4 = O. 
Case 4 = s[#]: Let W k 4. 
s = 1: Again, W I=++; and each W, I= 4 iff W., I= #, so N4 = N+ is cofinite by the 
induction hypothesis. 
s=bt: W,-*“T+wa”~ t= rG; so every W, I= 4, i.e., N4 = o. 
SO for all but s = 1 here, JV+ = w. Thus (t) is established. 
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Finally, we prove that U FTL V by using structural induction on (unmodified) 
F’IL-formulae 4 to show that 
Again, the boolean cases are immediate. The modal cases will follow if we can 
show that ($) holds for 4 = se when it holds for 4 = #. 
Case t# = s(e): 
.s=l: ul=c#eukfpsv~~evl=~. 
(b s= at: U I= 4 obviously implies V I= #. Conversely, if V I= 0 either: 
(a) V+’ T I= @ with U +’ T also; or 
(b) W +’ T I= @. But then W I= t(e), whence, by (t), some W, I= t(e) giving 
U I= s(#)- 
Case 4 = s[ffJ: 
l s = 1: As previous case. 
l s=at: Let Vl=&If U *’ T, then V +’ T I= rG; so U I= 4. Conversely, if U I= 4 
and V-” T, then either: 
(a) U+“Tl=@,or 
(b) W +’ T. But then if W I= +,b], (t) gives an n such that W, I= lt[#], i.e., 
W, k t(l#), which would imply U I= s(P,!+, contradiction. 
Hence W I= ?[#I, so T I= qk 
This establishes ($). Thus we have U FTL V but U & V. Cl 
Linear history semantics 
Our third induced family is the linear history semantics of [4], which also provides 
our one example from the literature of an unstable family. The relevant family of 
functions here has V = P(A* x PA) (P denotes powerset) and 
Fp = {(s, init p’) 1 p G p’ & p’ cannot drift}. 
The preorder family of [4] (E) is induced from 2 on V, and its corresponding 
equivalence (=) is therefore induced from equality on V 
We now present a counter-example for instability of the equivalence family, and 
a fortiori of the preorder family. We do this by finding a T such that = r/E is not 
equality on T/ =. First, note that c is temporal. Take A = {a}. We shall define T 
as a synchronisation tree, with the carrier being the node set and the response 
determined by the branches (drifting is allowed here, and 1 used in the definition 
of the tree indicates the “silent move”, often written T). Then 
T=lT,+lT, 
where 
T, = lTn+l -+- a”NIL for n E o, 
T, = aTbo + QNIE. 
Now the only possible initial sets are 0 and {a), so let us write each F-image as a 
pair (X,2’) to stand for C x {{a)} u C’ x {ld). Then we have the following: 
F NIL = (0, {lh FT, = (a*, a+), 
FT, = (a+, a”a*) for n > 0, 
(component-wise) for PB > 0, 
F’T = FT, u F7’, = FT’,‘, (taking v component-wise) 
whence T = Tao. And since F(a”+‘NIL) = (a”“, a”+‘), no other pair of nodes of 
T are equivalent, in particular, T + Tl. 
But in the quotient ransition system, [T] can drift (to [ TJ), so F[ T] = (a+, a+) = 
ET, = F[ TJ, since [ TJ and all classes accessible from it are singleton. Thus, 
CT1 = [Gl* 
4. Conclusion 
We have introduced the notion of a stable family of relations on transition systems, 
and we hope that the concept may provide a benchmark for future behavioural 
equivalences. We have proved some general stability results, showing that the 
“observation” hierarchies, = and 4, and the trace logic elementary equivalences 
are stable families. Furthermore, we have plotted some more members of these 
hierarchies, thereby supplementing the results of [l] on the inter-relationships of 
behavioural equivalences. In particular, no trace logic elementary equivalence is as 
fine as z3. 
A comparison of a number of equivalences i  presented in [a], including some 
we have discussed (e.g., Trace, Init, Fail) and some we have not (e.g., Kennaway’s, 
Darondeau’s, Testing). Of these latter, it is shown in [2] that for so-called strongly 
convergent transition systems, they all coincide with one of the former. This leaves 
open the question of how they behave in general, and whether it is reasonable to 
restrict attention to the strongly convergent transition systems for the purposes of 
stability. For example, let = be some equivalence which coincides with stable = 
on strongly convergent ransition systems. If, for any strongly convergent T, any 
embedding i : T -, T’ and any equivalence - c =, both T’ and T/- are strongly 
convergent, hen on each of these transition systems = = =, whence = is stable at 
T. But if either of these transition systems is not strongly convergent, its = may 
differ from its = and stability could fail for = at T. The Testing equivalences are 
in fact an induced family, via the function that maps each state into the set of 
experiments which it may (must) satisfy. A general stability proof will require to 
show this function family stable. We leave these quec;ions for future consideration. 
Finally, we have shown that the linear-history semantic equivalence of [4], when 
treated as a family, is not stable. 
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